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A number of passive- and active-matrix prototypes have been presented. However, although their use in a
number of application areas has been suggested, no commercial products have been announced yet. This work
reviews the state of the art of AFLC displays, the reasons for their present low incidence in display markets,
and the latest developments aiming to overcome the main shortcomings that hinder their development.
V-shape smectic displays are also included in this study. Al- though not considered strictly antiferroelectrics
nowadays, V-shape materials behaviour and scope are similar to traditional AFLCs. The world market for
displays amounts roughly FPDs are ubiquitous nowadays, being is able to unleash its potential performance
[7]. Most of high-end LCD realizations derive from active A dozen emissive and non-emissive technologies
were matrix AM displays, where the display performance is ulti- tested as FPDs during the last two decades of
past century; mately dictated by the device electronics. Active matrix at present, just a few of them are still
considered [2] actual LCDs are usually based on thin-film transistors TFTs. Ta- competitors for high volume
consumer applications ble 1 shows a comparison of active and passive LCD tech- Fig. Even less are able to
compete with the traditional nologies. This digital micromirror displays are currently available within means
that, unlike previous multiplexed passive displays this segment. In either case, an ever increasing number of
like supertwist nematics, the device resolution strictly, the these high-end displays are based on liquid crystals.
In the product resolution frame rate can be increased without im- 90s, liquid crystal displays LCDs extended
their tradi- pairing other display characteristics such as brightness. A constant voltage must be video and
computer applications [3], as well as high resolu- applied to every pixel for the transmission to be kept. In an
tion miniature displays for video projection and spatial active matrix, the active element controlling each pixel
is re- light modulators [4]. At present, LCDs are the natural sponsible for holding the pixel information as sent
during choice not only for lap-top computers, but for desk-top the corresponding slot, whereas in a passive
matrix nematic computers, a traditional CRT market. Moreover, LCDs are LCD pixels must be either
continuously driven direct ad- becoming, in the last three years, the most serious candi- dressing or allowed to
lose their transmission through relax- date to FPD for consumer TV. Technologies and applications of
displays. A trend for increasing size and resolution is highlighted. At the same time as AM-TFT LCDs were
developed, an ilies â€” antiferroelectrics, V-shape smectics, orthoconic ma- alternative way to prepare high
resolution LCDs arose from terials â€” have widen the number of possible applications for a different
approach. Bistability was demonstrated in these materials. In the last few years, ferroelectric-based smectic LC
phases, associated with ferroelectricity. Bi- display prototypes ranging from microdisplays to large di- stable
LCs are able to hold pixel information in the absence rect-view displays have been created [8], demonstrating
the of power supply. Therefore, they can be driven, in princi- feasibility of such technology. Development of
these dis- ple, by passive matrices. Since then, new ferroelectric fam- plays has been precluded by the lack of
suitable materials Table 1. Display capabilities of different LCD technologies. Some recent realizations on
AM-TFTs, on the other hand, have experienced an extraor- high-end displays include special arrangements of
elec- dinary growth in many different applications areas [9]. In this work, the current state of the art and
possible evolution of displays made of several ferroelectric kinds is 2. Switching ferroelectric displays
reviewed. The work is focused on the above mentioned three families, whose electrooptic characteristics
bestow All ferroelectric families in surface-stabilized homoge- good performance for high-end display
applications. The simplest case is the bistable switching of regular FLCs. Electrooptical behaviour of
ferroelectric orientation achieved upon the application of an electric field is kept in the absence of voltage.
This intrinsic mem- families ory can be used to generate permanent images in displays with no power
consumption, and to prepare high rate multi- An increasingly growing number of smectic LC phases plexed
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displays with passive matrices. A number of them show The main disadvantage of FLC materials in high-end
ferroelectricity. Depending on their spontaneous orienta- displays arises from its own bistability. Indeed,
permanent tion in the absence of voltage, ferroelectric LC materials, orientation avoid the generation of
intermediate transmis- similarly to solid ferroelectric materials, are classified in sion levels i. A full greyscale
is required three different groups: These dithering techniques in- polarization lower than the corresponding
ferroelectric crease the number of addressed subpixels spatial or re- material. No practical applications of
these phases have duce the frame time temporal. In either case the data rate been described yet. Data rates as
high as 2 Gbps may be required to been included: Besides the controversy about the ori- gin of this effect, and
the involved smectic phase [11], 2. Analogue switching their electrooptical EO behaviour seems quite appropriate for display applications. This SmC are characterized by the angle formed between is a decisive
advantage for these materials to be employed the molecular director and the smectic layer normal. In in
high-end displays. This confers unique EO properties to these mate- V-shape smectics show thresholdless
switching, the grey- rials [12], as commented below. Ferroelectric and scale being developed at low voltages.
Tristate antiferro- antiferroelectric orthoconic materials have been found. Grey Displays made of ferroelectric
LCs are usually prepared levels can be stabilized by applying a constant DC voltage in thin 1. Bias voltage is
the same homogeneous configuration i. The greyscale ility or multistability. Moreover, all the configurations
voltage range in both cases is just a few volts, therefore it achieved by the material upon switching are
oriented paral- can be generated with standard electronics. This feature is As it can be seen in Fig. Grey levels
are kept as long as the correct voltage from the optical point of view. All kinds of ferroelectric is applied to
every pixel. As a consequence, multiplexing of displays show excellent optical performance as compared
these materials requires the use of active matrices. Tristate to twisted LCDs. The viewing angle is high, and
colour AFLCs, on the other hand, can be driven either with active or degradation for oblique light incidence is
less noticeable passive matrices, for grey levels can be maintained over the than in twisted nematic LCDs â€”
not to mention whole display with a constant DC voltage. Electrooptical responses of two ferroelectric
families showing analogue greyscale: Switching time is another essential feature for any LC V-shape materials
cannot be ultimately considered regular material to be used in high-end displays. Anyhow, the lack of
hysteresis precludes passive ward. Indeed, their switching times are similar to other multiplexing of V-shape
smectics; as mentioned above, FLC families regular FLCs, for example. However, V-shape multiplexing
requires an active matrix to address achieving the 0-volt state requires the absence of external the display. This
relaxation process is significantly slower than The second solution takes advantage of the excellent switching.
To overcome this problem, the driving wave- dark state shown by orthoconic materials. Passive and ac- form
must include voltage signals performing forced relax- tive multiplexings are possible, and waveforms are subations of switched materials. However, contrast in tristable 3. The con- trast ratio is impaired by light leakage
in the dark state. The intrinsic bistability of regular FLC displays is a clear This is in turn attributed to a
phenomenon called advantage for multiplex driving, but precludes the genera- pretransitional effect PE, Ref.
The most noticeable tion of grey levels. These are necessary to produce a full consequence of PE is that the
dark state transmission ob- colour gamut, a must in high-end displays. This is one of the main advantages of
these ma- as a bias voltage for grey level stabilization is employed. The greyscale generation is compatible
with passive Although this leakage does not invalidate the tristable ap- multiplexed addressing. The use of an
analogue greyscale, proach, it certainly limits its use in applications demanding in principle, enhances the
display performance as com- high contrast. Two different solutions have been proposed pared to dithering
techniques. Moreover, the data rate is to circumvent the problem: V-shape smectics were for- withstanding,
the required rate of analogue data pulses for merly known as thresholdless antiferroelectrics [16]. Al- display
columns is reduced down to the above mentioned though much work has been done to demonstrate that figure.
Addressing waveforms for passive AFLC multiplexing. It includes a well pulse c to force the relaxation.
Figure 3 shows several passive addressing schemes for Shortly after the advent of antiferroelectric materials, a
AFLC multiplex driving. The hysteresis cycle is presented number of prototypes were built. Nippondenso [24]
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devel- for reference, while time axis increases downwards. Selection is performed through prototype. This
mostly due to the poor contrast exhibited by regular scheme, however, shows memory effect, i. Once
orthoconic materials are available, it is ex- achieved in one frame depends on the grey level of the pre- pected
that a renewed interest on development of passive vious frame. To avoid memory effect, the pixel must be
AFLC displays will arise. At present, a helmet-mounted erased between consecutive frames. This waveform
can be used for low rate ap- 3. Analogue greyscale in V-shape smectic displays plications; however, it is not
satisfactory for applications requiring high frame rates e. This problem can be mission variation. Saturation is
usually achieved in less circumvented by forcing the relaxation with a coun- than 5 volts. This thresholdless
IPS switching arises the ter-pulse well pulse previous to reset time. The resulting possibility of using V-shape
materials as an alternative to waveform [20], proposed by our group, is shown in section standard nematics in
high-end applications on active matri- 3. An alternative waveform, shown in section 3. Indeed, their
ferroelectric nature gives them an excel- proposed by Okada et al. It is based on interframe sat- lent dynamic
response whereas their IPS switching yields a uration a, d of the pixels.
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Piecek Displays 25 9â€”19 www. The compounds enable to prepare broad temperature range to 8C orthoconic
antiferroelectric mixtures, having tilt independent of temperature in broad temperature range, and exhibiting
excellent contrast and grey level scale. Orthoconic antiferroelectrics; Phase transition; Enthalpy transition;
Layer spacing; Helical pitch; Hystereses loop; Electrooptical cell characterisation 1. Introduction the sample
there are some difficulties in forming of uniform layers and layer normal direction at Iso â€”SmA or Surface
stabilized antiferroelectric liquid crystals Iso â€” SmCpanti phase transitions. Such a structure placed in
SSAFLCs can be used to build fast response electrooptic birefractive set-up exhibits a light transmission even
if the devices and displays [1 â€” 3]. These materials have several average optical axis is parallel with an
analyzer or advantages in comparison to surface stabilized ferroelectric polarizer. Due to from the antiferro- to
the ferro state below the threshold their tristability, a simple passive matrix driving scheme can voltage.
During the transition from the orthogonal SmA be utilized. Using this technology even big flat panels with
phase to the anticlinic SmCpanti phase directly or via SmCp video rate were demonstrated [4], but their
commercial phase a shrinkage of smectic layers occurs and it leads to the production was not started. It is of
the dynamic nature and seems to be more spatial fluctuations of optic axis [7]. The second one is poor optical
uniformity in off Methods of obtaining a more uniform molecular order in state caused by existence of
microscopic defects and AFLC are being looked for, see for example Refs. Comparison of low frequency
typical electrooptic response for regular dashed line and orthoconic solid line antiferroelectric liquid crystals.
Felix giving easier the nematic phase. Usefulness of those Fig. Eth ; methods for applications seems to be
rather limited. Recently Abdulhalim [14] calculated that having two condition satisfied: The tilt direction in
such antiferro- tuned dielectric tensor. Conventional AFLC materials also general formula 1. OAFLC placed
between crossed The rigid core of the esters 1 consists of unsubstituted or polarizers behaves as an isotropic
medium at zero field different laterally substituted benzene rings joined with [10 â€”12] for the incident light
beam orthogonal to the bridge groups X1 and X2. They are usually carboxylic group sample plane. Surface
defects are not seen, what generates COO or sometimes methylenoxy group CH2O or a single the excellent
true dark state even the sample is rotated under bond. A limited number of structures with a heteroaromatic
crossed polarizers. For the creation of chirality chiral by hence, the optimum transmission is obtained. The
alcohols usually R or S methylalkanol and R or S - bright state is excellent and even brighter and more 2trifluoromethyl alkanol are often used. Molecules of homogenous than observed in the regular
antiferroelectric. Moreover, experimental measurements see Inukai et al. Methods The compounds were
prepared in the same way as it was described in Ref. The spectrophotometer UV â€” vis Varian Cary 3E The
antiferroelectric phase in the organosiloxane liquid was used for measurements. Those materials showed was
put on the glass plate with homeotropic aligning layer direct transition SmCpanti â€” Iso and the tilt above
without covering with another glass plate. A temperature independent of temperature. A movement of the
optical axis We have found that high tilted materials without pre- of the AFLC slab affected by an electric
field has been transitional effects are possible to create within the studied in birefractive set-up. We have
started to investigate, orienting polyimide layers. The cell is assembled using systematically, an influence of
the molecular building 2. Recently prepared Packard , a digital oscilloscope HP B, Hewlett homologous series
of phenyl biphenylates formulas 4â€” 6 Packard and rotating stage. An optical axis orientation and biphenyl
benzoates formula 7 are presented below: Electrooptical measurements have been done in 1. Both layers were
rubbed parallely. Results and discussion The high enthalpy of the SmA â€” SmCp transition seems to be a
characteristic feature of high tilted synclinic and 3. Characterization of phase transitions anticlinic compounds.
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The SmCpanti â€” SmCp transition is hardly of first order with the enthalpy about 80 times lower
Temperatures and enthalpies of phase transitions for than observed for the SmA â€” SmCp transition. During
cooling a more compared in Table 1. For the others this phase was not has very high melting point and melting
enthalpy. The present up to temperature 2 20 8C. Tilted anticlinic phase SmCpanti appears for prepared. The
compound 3F6Bi has melting point near room temperature range but its melting point is not so convenient
temperature Both of them are strongly first order. Enthalpy of the latter is between 0. The smectic A phase
exists in small temperature range of 0. Enthalpies of series 3Hm Bi Table 2. This is on m a little and they are
rather high about The typical for low tilted compounds. The enthalpies of the SmCp â€” SmA transitions are
the highest for members between 2 and 5. The substitution of benzene ring by fluorine atom in position 2 or 3
decreases all phase transition temperatures, Fig. Diagrams of the phase transition temperatures showing the
range of Fig. This result is The rigid core structure stabilizes the anticlinic phase as different from that
observed in the compounds with shorter follow: In this case, the enthalpy of transition SmCp â€”SmA
depends only a little on the extension 3. Temperature dependence of smectic layer spacing of fluorination. It
means that the orthogonal layers are built from range than in n F6Bi Fig. The enthalpies of disordered tilted
domains. In the benzoates n F6B fluorinated terminal unit does not depend on spacer length the stability of the
SmCp phase is similar as in m: Temperature dependence of optical tilt following way: The temperature
dependence of optical tilt is given in Fig. In Table 4 the values: In series n F6B, members with fluorinated unit
having four or five carbon atoms show the highest optical tilt. It is smaller for 3F compound with short
fluorinated unit than with long one, n F6B 0. Temperature dependence lmax of selective reflec- Fig.
Temperature dependence of optical tilt u in homologues series n F6B tion band for compounds 3F6Bi and
3F6B is compared in upon length of fluorinated chain. Both the compounds reflect the light in near ultraviolet
Table 4 The comparison of parameters of the smectic layer upon the length of and visible range of spectrum
near room temperature. Such strong temperature increase of Arccos Selective reflection strongly depends on
the length of fluorinated part of the chain. Their electrooptical properties may be changed and optimized easier
by the proper selection of components also. In the case of ferroelectric liquid crystal mixtures, they are usually
formulated from achiral synclinic components having smaller viscosity than chiral ones and a small amount of
chiral twisting dopant with high spontaneous polarization. Such a way of preparation enables to obtain the
composition with low viscosity and with desired spon- taneous polarizations. The limited number of achiral
anticlinic structure found until now does not allow developing them in the same way. Multicomponent low
melting antiferroelectric mixtures may be formulated mainly from chiral components at this Fig. Comparison
of maximum selective reflection upon reduced moment, what yields some problems with preparation of
temperature T 2 TC â€” A and the length of fluorinated unit for homologues series n F6Bi. In the case of
OAFLCMs it is still more difficult, The member 6F6Bi has shorter pitch than the members with because the
known structures with the high tilt are limited to smaller n: The mixture W was the first orthoconic mixture
achieving temperature independent 3. The phase transitions and the properties at smectic layer should be
adjusted to the half wave condition 40 8C [11] are given in Table 6. In mixtures, the optimum tilt of is easily
pounds 4F6Bi 2F and 4FBi 3F are compared at tempera- achieved than in a single compound. The compounds
of ture 60 8C and their electrooptical parameters are listed in series n F6Bi and n F6B, described here, are
characterized Table 5. Therefore, we transitional effects although their branches are not quite were able to
formulate eutectic mixture with melting point symmetrical for opposite driving voltage polarizations. Higher
dipole moment along long molecular axis in 4F6Bi 3F is probably responsible for lower threshold and
Recently, we prepared many such mixtures [33]. Mixture saturation voltages and shorter response times. WB
can be given as an example of the best one at this moment. Their phase sequence and electrooptical properties
3. Multicomponent mixtures are listed in Table 7. Multicomponent mixtures are utilized in displays and The
mixture WB exhibits high contrast in the static as devices because they exhibit the antiferroelectric phase at
well dynamic transmission mode 70 and , respectively. Surface aligning layers with stronger anchoring energy
60 8C probably should decrease the asymmetry of the electro- Properties at 60 8C 4F6Bi 2F 4FBi 3F optical
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responses. We are extensively working on improving properties of Tilt angle u 8 45 35 orthoconic mixtures
and we hope to present OAFLCMs Threshold voltage V10 V 15 11 operating at lower voltages soon as well as
having fully Saturation voltage V90 V 17 Static contrast Dynamic contrast 93 4. Conclusion Table 6 The
tilted smectic compounds with antiferroelectric The phase transitions and the properties at 40 8C of mixture W
phase OAFLCs existing in a broad temperature range were Properties W found among esters family having
partially fluorinated terminal chain. Threshold voltage V10 V 7. It is also Significant higher contrast [34] can
be obtained in reflective necessary to develop better aligning materials involving mode. The thickness of
reflective cells is only 0. Dynamic responses are asymmetric, rise time ton is about 10 times shorter than fall
time toff: Frequency used Hz 0, 1 [3] X. Urruchi, Static contrast R. Saturation voltage V90 V 17 [4] N.
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In surface stabilized cell they are usually optically biaxial, positive liquid crystals, with effective optic axes along the
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optic axis perpendicular to the cell glass plates at normal incidence.
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